Parking:
You will park in the Terrace
Theatre parking structure.
Notify attendant that you
work for Savor or SMG and
you will be allowed to park
on the lower levels for free.
Parking is located just south
of Ocean Blvd. off Collins
Way.
Access to Convention Center:
Allow yourself AT LEAST 5
minutes to walk from the
parking structure. From the
parking structure, cross over
the bridge that goes above
Seaside Way. Walk towards
the glass doors in front of the
building that is painted like
the Ocean. Follow the paved
path to the left and enter the building through the employee entrance on the North side of the building. Once you enter
through the EE entrance, walk to the Arena Lobby, across the Arena Lobby to the glass doors on the side by the Exhibit
Hall.
If you are instructed to check-in at the employee cafeteria, follow these directions:
Exit the glass doors facing the Hyatt and Lagoon. Continue along the loading dock on the right side toward the Hyatt
(upper level, stay close to the building). Continue through the gate and walk towards the Hyatt. Just before the entrance
to the Hyatt, you will see a fence and gate with green foliage on it. Go through this gate to enter the Convention Center.
Buzz the doorbell and Security will let you in. Walk down the hall and you will find the employee cafeteria.
If you are instructed to check-in at the office, follow these directions:
From the area by the glass doors that face the Hyatt and Lagoon, you will continue to walk on the inside of the building,
just past the first set of doors for the Exhibit Hall. Directly to the right is a small alcove that has a staircase going up
behind a door. Go up those stairs to the Catering office and check in there.
Uniform:
Black pants (no faded or ripped jeans, leggings, yoga pants, capris, shorts, or any gym type attire)
Long sleeve, solid color, button down dress shirt (unless in Kitchen Prep where a shirt is provided)
Neck-tie (unless in Kitchen Prep where a shirt is provided)
Non-slip, closed-toe shoes (no heels, Uggs, ballerina flats, or Toms). Some events will require shoes to be all black,
including no white or colored trim or laces.
Long hair must be pulled back into a ponytail or braid.
Jewelry must be kept to a minimum. No large hoop earrings.
Personal belongings:
There are lockers upstairs near the office. If you’d like to bring a sweater or a small purse, you may bring your own lock
and keep it in a locked locker. Savor does not assume any risk for lost or stolen items from lockers.
Suggestion:
Bring a pen. If you’re working a register that accepts credit cards, you will need a pen. I suggest bringing one that works
well but isn’t expensive, in case it grows legs while in a customer’s hand.

